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Abstract

The degradation of the femoral head roughness caused by scratching is known to increase the wear rate of the polyethylene counterface of the Charnley total hip prostheses and therefore to have an impact on osteolysis. The knowledge of the scratching mechanism is hence of paramount importance to improve the long-term clinical performance of these prostheses.

The aim of this study is to identify the mechanism of scratch generation of a retrieved titanium (TA6V) femoral head through an accurate characterisation of its surface topography. The surface topography features have been assessed both qualitatively and quantitatively by respectively using an optical microscope and a three dimensional contacting profilometer.

Based on the scanning of about 80 areas spread over the entire surface of the retrieved femoral head, hypotheses on the mechanism of scratch generation have been formulated after analysing the observed topographical patterns, the arithmetic mean roughness and the amplitude density function (ADF). The formulated hypotheses have finally been verified comparing the ADF and the bearing area curves of profiles related to the most severely scratched areas with those of simulated worn profiles. This study highlights the major influence of foreign third bodies on the scratching of metallic femoral heads of the Charnley type prostheses.
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1. Introduction

The implantation of hip joint prostheses is currently performed world-wide at a rate of approximately 1000 per day and it is estimated that 80% of these total hip replacement (THR) joints are successful over between 15 and 20 years [1,2]. In fact, only a minority of patients who experience high-wear rates remains a source of problems while this type of surgery is in most cases quite successful. Based on this clinical reality, Brown et al. [3] rightly claimed that reducing the cohort’s average wear rate is no assurance of correspond-
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of the frequency distribution is smaller than 1 μm [2,4]. Furthermore, these micrometer-sized wear debris were found to be the most biologically active [2,4,5] so the reduction of their production rate remains a key issue in order to avoid or to limit the deleterious effects related to their accumulation in the surrounding peri-prosthetic tissues.

While the influence of variations in component design, in surgical technique and/or in patient activity level can not be ignored, the scratching of the metallic femoral head is currently thought to be a major factor affecting the wear rate of the UHMWPE counterface. However, discrepancies have been observed between the results of different laboratory wear tests and clinical observations [3,5–9]. Such discrepancies have mainly been attributed to the fact that localised head scratching may occur in clinical situations knowing that the sites and the size of such damage are seemingly randomly distributed [3,5,7,10]. Brown et al. [3] have recently shown by means of computational results that typical variability in sites and severity of head roughening may account for a significant degree of variability in the wear rate of the UHMWPE counterface.

The scratching of metallic femoral heads of the Charnley type prostheses is increasingly suspected to be caused by hard third bodies such as particles of bone, cement and/or metal, which have often been found embedded in acetabular cups and in the peri-prosthetic tissues [2,3,5,7,11,12]. Hence there is an utility in exploring which sites of head scratching tend to be the most deleterious in terms of increasing UHMWPE wear, with a view towards devising steps to impede third body access to these most deleterious head sites [3]. However, due to the stochastic aspects related to the generation, the migration and the characteristics of these hard third bodies, the locations of these deleterious head sites are difficult to predict as well as the point in service life at which roughening occurred [3].

Accurate knowledge of the mechanism behind femoral head scratching is therefore not fully understood in clinical situations, especially in the case of contemporary constructs with modular interfaces and/or porous metal coatings likely to liberate aggressive particulate metal debris. However, this is of prime importance both for an accurate simulation of damaged counterface conditions in laboratory wear tests reproducing relevant clinical topography and for improving the long-term performance of the Charnley total hip prostheses.

The aim of this study is to identify the mechanism behind the scratch generation of a retrieved titanium (Ta6V) femoral head through an accurate characterisation of its surface topography. Since the foreign third bodies are increasingly suspected of being the dominant cause of the scratch generation, this titanium femoral head was especially selected because an embedded metallic millimeter-sized fiber was detected in the UHMWPE counterface after revision surgery. This study also aims to contribute to the determination of roughness parameters that should be used in assessing the surface topography of femoral heads in relation to the wear of the UHMWPE cup.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Clinical case report

The articulating components under investigation were retrieved after 4 years and 5 months consequently to the detection of an osteolysis phenomenon (without loosening) on the survey radiographs of the patient. During the period of implantation, the UHMWPE acetabular liner was inserted in a Harris-Galante Mark I metallic cup and the metallic femoral head was mounted on a cemented femoral stem.

After revision surgery, a visual inspection clearly revealed that the retrieved titanium (Ta6V) femoral head was severely scratched and that a hard foreign body was embedded in the UHMWPE acetabular liner (Fig. 1a). This foreign body, several millimeters in length, came from the titanium fiber-mesh which was deposited on the Harris-Galante metallic cup during the fabrication process. It must be pointed out that polyethylene and metallic debris were detected by histological analyses on the peri-prosthetic tissues.

![Fig. 1. Visualisation of (a) the retrieved UHMWPE acetabular liner with an embedded titanium fiber-mesh piece marked with a black arrow, (b) the retrieved 28 mm diameter titanium based femoral head and the lines drawn for the reference frame.](image-url)
As the degradation mechanism of the UHMWPE acetabular liner has already been described in a previous paper [12], this study mainly focuses on the understanding of the degradation mechanism of the retrieved metallic femoral head through a characterisation of its overall surface topography.

2.2. Surface topography characterisation

The qualitative aspect of the damage was characterised combining a visual inspection and observations by optical microscopy. The quantitative measurements were carried out by means of a three dimensional contacting profilometer (KLA Tencor P10) using a 2 μm stylus radius and a 2 mg stylus force. Errors related to this experimental technique are presented in Appendix A.

Before these measurements, a reference frame was defined on the metallic femoral head in order to locate each area under examination in relation to the others. Drawn on the metallic femoral head as illustrated in Fig. 1b, this reference frame consisted of 12 circumferential and meridional lines that delimited 36 different zones. In each zone, depending on its size and possible variations in its visual brightness level from one point to another, one or more characteristic areas were scanned by means of the three dimensional contacting profilometer.

The three dimensional topography was characterised for about 80 areas spread over the entire surface of the retrieved femoral head. For each area, 300 traces of 600 μm long were recorded with a 2 μm space-interval at a scan rate of 500 Hz giving a data file containing 900,000 data points. Considering these experimental conditions, it can be deduced that the horizontal resolution along a scanning trace and the size of a scanned area were respectively 0.5 μm and 600 × 600 μm². In a first time, all the data files were processed by the Mountains™ software (Mountains, Digital Surf, Besançon, France). By means of an integrated surface filter, this software allowed us to remove the spherical form of the femoral head and, then, to obtain quickly isometric plots of the topography of all the scanned areas. The same data files were also processed by a specific algorithm developed by the authors. Using the SAS™ (Statistical Analysis System, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, USA) software language, this specific algorithm was written in order to estimate several roughness parameters of interest retained in the present study.

2.3 Roughness parameters

In the specific algorithm developed by the authors, the form was removed by means of a fitting method before estimating any roughness parameter of interest. The best-fitting curve selected for this pre-processing operation was a second order polynomial curve whose coefficients are estimated by the least squares method. Fig. 2a presents an example of an original profile, its best-fitting second order polynomial curve and the related residual profile. The relevance of selecting a second order polynomial curve for this pre-processing operation of form removal is a posterior justifiable: qualitatively, by the high goodness-of-fit that can be noticed between this fitting curve and the original profile and, quantitatively, by analysing the autocorrelation function related to the residual profile. Indeed, it can be seen in Fig. 2b that this autocorrelation function rapidly decays and the related correlation length (defined as the length over which the autocorrelation decays to a fraction of its initial value taken as 1/e) is extremely short compared to the scanning length.

Then, after this pre-processing operation of form removal, our specific program determines the amplitude density function (ADF) and estimates the average of the arithmetic mean roughness \( R_a \) of the 300 residual profiles related to the 300 scanning traces of each recorded data file. Conventionally used as an indicator of femoral head damage in laboratory investigations [3–8,10], the arithmetic mean roughness \( R_a \)
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a bearing area curve as well as the related roughness parameters $R_k$, $R_{pk}$, $R_{vk}$, $M_{r1}$, $M_{r2}$.

measures the mean absolute deviation of roughness irregularities from the reference line (the best-fitting second order polynomial curve in this study). Although this roughness parameter is easy to define and to measure, it remains an average parameter which does not contain any information about the spatial and textural variation of the topography, that is to say the variation in height from one point to another. Thus, the ADF was considered to provide a more detailed and realistic information about the overall topography. Indeed, the ADF represents the distribution histogram of profile heights that can be assessed by plotting on a graph the frequency of profile heights found within a given height $z$ and a height $z + \Delta z$ as function of the given height $z$.

Additionally, the bearing area curves (Abbott–Firestone curves) of some typical scanned areas have also been determined. From a physical point of view, the bearing area curve represents the evolution of the effective contact area as the surface wears out. This curve is obtained by calculating the value of the bearing line length parameter $t_p$ at different heights selected on the total amplitude $R_t$ of the profile; 200 bearing levels have been considered in this study.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic example of a bearing area curve having a S-shape appearance as it is the case for many engineering surfaces. The horizontal axis represents the bearing area lengths as a percentage of the total assessment length of the profile and the vertical axis represents the heights of the profile. This figure also presents the roughness parameters $R_k$, $R_{pk}$, $R_{vk}$, $M_{r1}$ and $M_{r2}$ that can be inferred from the bearing area curve according to the guidelines mentioned in the DIN 4776 and ISO 13565-2 standards [13,14]. The parameter $R_k$ is called the core depth which measures the height of the core material. The parameter $R_{pk}$ is called the reduced peak height which denotes the portion of the protruding peaks above the core profile. The parameter $R_{vk}$ is called the reduced valley depth which denotes the portion of deep valleys extending into the material below the core profile. The parameter $M_{r1}$ represents the material ratio at the transition between protruding peaks and core. Finally, the parameter $M_{r2}$ represents the material ratio at the transition between core and deep valleys.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Assessment of the topographical patterns

Fig. 4 summarises the results obtained combining a visual inspection and observations by optical microscopy. Three kinds of regions can be observed on the retrieved titanium femoral head under consideration:

![Fig. 4. Summary of the qualitative results obtained combining a visual inspection and observations carried out by means of an optical microscope.](image-url)
regions covering about 30% of the femoral head surface and visually having a bright finish. A light degree of damage is noticed in these regions which contain only isolated scratches.

- Regions covering between 10 and 20% of the femoral head surface and visually having a low brightness level; two regions of this type were detected and located along a meridian. A severe degree of damage is noticed in these regions whose topography consists of a high density of large, deep and randomly oriented scratches. These large scratches are thought to be directly related to the third-body abrasive action of the metallic millimeter-sized fiber on the metallic femoral head, consequently producing numerous metallic micrometer-sized wear debris.

- Regions covering more than 50% of the femoral head surface and visually having an intermediate brightness level. A moderate degree of damage is noticed in these regions whose topography consists of a high density of numerous small and randomly oriented scratches. These numerous small scratches are thought to be mainly a kind of "collateral damage" due to the third-body abrasive action of the small metallic micrometer-sized wear debris generated by the friction of the metallic fiber against the femoral head.

The topographical patterns related to these three kinds of regions can also be observed on the isometric plots of typical areas recorded by means of the three dimensional contacting profilometer. Examples of such typical isometric plots are presented in Fig. 5 for areas that originate from regions having respectively a high, an intermediate and a low brightness levels. As far as the areas originating from regions having a low brightness level are concerned, the surface topography always consists of large scratches superimposed onto a background of small scratches. Furthermore, pile-up metallic material can be detected to the sides of the large scratches in some areas (Fig. 5c) while not in others (Fig. 5d).

3.2. Analysis of evolution of the arithmetic mean roughness over the entire surface

The values of the arithmetic mean roughness of the 86 areas scanned by means of the contacting profilometer are presented in Fig. 6. Fifty seven of these reported values are lower than 0.05 μm which is the upper limit tolerance mentioned in the standard ISO 7206-2 for the roughness of a metallic femoral head [15]. However, about 50% of
these values are related to areas having an intermediate brightness level; that is to say areas which are moderately damaged.

Most importantly, Fig. 6 clearly shows a breakdown value of 0.08 μm above which all the reported values of the arithmetic mean roughness parameter are related to areas having a low brightness level. This means that the arithmetic mean roughness parameter can be used to discriminate areas which are severely damaged against the others. However, most of the reported values of this parameter (exactly seventy three values) fall below 0.08 μm and, except in one case, all of them are related to areas having either a bright finish or an intermediate brightness level. Unfortunately, no breakdown value can be clearly identified for separating these areas which are either lightly or moderately damaged. In this range of values, the gentle evolution noticed on the figure indicates that the arithmetic mean roughness may not be sufficiently relevant for a significant statistical discrimination of these two kinds of areas.

In other words, this average roughness parameter only allowed a rough discrimination of areas having quite significant brightness levels and roughness amplitudes. However, as far as the severely damaged areas are concerned, this average roughness parameter failed to discriminate surface topographies whose patterns are still quite different.

3.3. Analysis of the ADF and the bearing area curves of typical areas

While the ADF was also assessed for each scanned area, Fig. 7 only provides examples of the typical distribution histograms of profile heights, which are representative of the overall areas. In fact, the four selected distributions are precisely those corresponding to isometric plots presented in Fig. 5, that is to say distributions characterising the four typical kinds of surface topography encountered in this study. The bearing area curves related to these typical areas are also given in Fig. 8 and the roughness parameters deduced from these curves are reported in Table 1.

Except for the distribution related to the severely damaged areas containing large scratches without pile-up material to the sides, all the distributions are symmetric compared to the reference surface and approach the Gaussian distribution (Fig. 7). Therefore, for these three kinds of area, there are as many peaks as valleys about the reference surface and these features are consistent with a random damage process. Moreover, it can be noticed that the standard deviation of the ADF increases, as the severity of the damage is more important. This simply means that, as expected, the height of the peaks and the depth of the valleys further increase with the degree of damage. This qualitative result is quantitatively confirmed by the fact that the amplitude parameters $R_{pk}$ and $R_{vk}$ deduced from the related bearing area curves (Fig. 8) increase as the amplitude mean roughness $R_a$ increases. Besides, it is worth noting that the values of the roughness parameters $Mr_1$ and $Mr_2$ (which respectively characterise the lower and the upper limits of the core roughness) are statistically the same whatever the amplitude roughness of the considered area. These results may suggest that the topographies of these different areas have the same texture to within the roughness amplitude.
Fig. 8. Bearing area curves of the four typical areas 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D.

In order to verify the previous assumption, a modified bearing area curve was constructed for each area under consideration by dividing the original values of the heights reported on the vertical axis by the root-mean square roughness $R_q$ calculated from the related ADF. Fig. 9 shows that all the modified bearing area curves are quite similar as well as the related dimensionless roughness parameters $R_{pk}$, $R_k$ and $R_{vk}$ that can be extracted from these curves (Table 1). This result thus seems to confirm that the surface topography of these damaged areas follows a scaling law.

As far as the severely damaged areas are concerned, it is very interesting to notice that, independently of the existence or the absence of pile-up material to the sides of the large scratches, the values of the arithmetic mean roughness $R_a$ are the same. This means that this roughness parameter is not sufficient to discriminate the surface topographies of these areas whose patterns are however quite different. Conversely, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the shapes of the ADF as well as the bearing area curves are significantly different for the two areas under study. Indeed, the ADF related to the area containing large scratches without pile-up material is asymmetric and negatively skewed (Fig. 7) while the ADF related to the area containing large scratches with pile-up material to the sides is symmetric. In the same way, it is worth noting that the bearing area curves related to these areas are different for bearing lengths $t_p$ lower than approximately 12% while they are identical above this value. These qualitative results are logically reflected in the values of the roughness parameters that were deduced from these curves and reported in Table 1. Indeed, it can be noticed that, while the values of $R_{vk}$, $R_k$ and $M_2$ are quite similar, the values of $R_{pk}$ and $M_1$ related to the area containing large scratches with pile-up material are significantly higher than that of those related to the area containing large scratches without pile-up material. These results
physically indicate that, while the regimes related to the core roughness and to the valleys lying below the core roughness are identical for the two considered areas, the values of the amplitude of the peaks above the core roughness as well as the values of the density of these peaks related to the area containing large scratches with pile-up material are higher than those related to the area containing large scratches without pile-up material. These results may suggest that the scratching process over these areas is the same but the absence of pile-up material along the edges of large scratches in some areas may be the consequence of a wear process that continuously removed existing head scratches leaving the deep valleys unaffected.

In order to verify this new assumption, an algorithm simulating an elementary abrasive wear process was specifically developed and applied on the experimental data file related to the severely damaged area containing large scratches with pile-up material to the sides. The basic idea of this model is that the higher the height of a peak of the profile, the lower its probability of resistance during a wear cycle. This probability of resistance is assessed assuming an exponential decay of the related probability density function, which is characterised by a single parameter defining the magnitude of the wear process. Finally, the probability to remove a peak at a given height is simply obtained by subtracting its probability of resistance from 1. Based on a Monte-Carlo process, the details of this algorithm which simulates the effect of an abrasive wear process that acts continuously to remove the highest peaks of the surface topography are reported in Appendix B. Provided an optimisation of the parameters of this elementary wear model by means of a \( \chi^2 \) calculation, a satisfying goodness-of-fit can be obtained between the bearing area curves related to the processed data file and to the severely damaged area containing large scratches without pile-up material (Fig. 10). Moreover, while the ADF of original data file is symmetric, the ADF of the processed data file is negatively skewed like the ADF related to severely damaged area containing large scratches without any pile-up material (Fig. 11). Therefore, these results confirm that an abrasive wear process may have acted continuously in some severely damaged areas, consequently removing the highest peaks while leaving the deepest valleys unaffected. In fact, this continuously acting wear process is strongly believed to be caused by multiple passages of the metallic fibermesh piece over the areas under consideration.

3.4 Scratching mechanism of the femoral head and its consequences

The overall results of the present investigation show that the metallic millimeter-sized fibermesh piece migrated into the effective joint space where it continued moving and participated in the deleterious abrasive third-body wear process, consequently affecting the roughness of the retrieved femoral head and probably contributing to the increased wear of the polyethylene acetabular liner. These results are entirely consistent with the viewpoint that in vivo scratching of metallic femoral heads of the Charnley type prostheses is increasingly suspected to be caused by hard abrasive foreign particles which act as third bodies [2,3,5,7,11].

Since contemporary constructs with modular interfaces and/or porous metal coatings are prone to liberate aggressive foreign third bodies, their access to the most deleterious sites of femoral heads have to be impeded. To the knowledge of the authors, if some retrieval studies revealed that, in clinical situations, the sites and the size of worn areas on metallic femoral heads are seemingly randomly distributed [3,5,7,10], any of them precisely discusses the effect of embedded foreign third bodies on the characteristics of surface roughening. The present study hence constitutes an original attempt to characterise accurately the severity of head roughening over the entire surface of a retrieved titanium femoral head.
The heights of the scratches detected on the investigated femoral head are similar to those reported in other retrieval clinical cases in which clinically relevant scratches on metallic femoral heads have been found to range from lower than 0.1 μm to higher than 1 μm [2,10,11]. Moreover, in agreement with the viewpoint of McNie et al. [11], it is believed that the largest scratches observed on the retrieved femoral head have the highest contribution to the increased wear of the UHMWPE counterpart although the effect of the smallest scratches cannot be ignored. Furthermore, it was shown that such large scratches accompanied by pile-up material are primarily responsible for the increased wear rates of the UHMWPE counterpart, a major parameter being the scratch lip aspect ratio [2,7,11].

As far as foreign third bodies are concerned in the overall degradation process of components, it would be finally interesting to perform further similar investigations on other retrieved femoral heads to improve our understanding on the characteristics (location, size and topography) of the most deleterious sites.

4. Conclusions

A comprehensive identification of scratch topography of a retrieved TA6V femoral head has been proposed through mapping of the surface topography by means of visual inspection, optical microscopy and three dimensional profilometry. This study particularly emphasises the deleterious role of a large-sized metallic foreign body on the damage of the articulating components consequently to its ingress into the effective joint space and its participation to a third body abrasive mechanism. The accurate mapping of damaged areas allows to specify the potential most deleterious head sites in terms of increasing the wear of the UHMWPE counterpart. This constitutes a first step to finding solutions to impede the third body access to these most deleterious sites.

Similar experimental works on other retrieved femoral heads are however needed to identify general trends on the location, the size and the topography of these potent deleterious sites.

The results of this study have unambiguously revealed some limitations of the arithmetic mean roughness as a relevant indicator of head damage. Indeed, as far as the severely damaged areas of this study are concerned, this average roughness parameter fails to discriminate surface topographies whose patterns are still quite different. Contrary to this average roughness parameter, the ADF and the roughness parameters extracted from the bearing area curve have shown to provide respectively more qualitative and quantitative information about the spatial and textural variation of the surface topography. However, only some roughness parameters that were thought to be relevant were selected for this investigation and, since a surface topography can be characterised by numerous roughness parameters, further work is needed to determine objectively which roughness parameter(s) should be used for describing the effect of texture on the wear of the UHMWPE counterpart.

Appendix A

During scanning of a profile by means of a mechanical profilometer stylus, three types of error are induced. These errors, which are not necessarily independent each other, result from the values of: the stylus load, the scanning speed and the stylus tip radius.

As function of the stylus load, damaging plastic deformation of the profile peaks may occur affecting the measurement of the real profile. In this investigation, no induced damage has been noticed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations of a bright area (i.e. a non scratched area) of the femoral head previously scanned by using a 2 mg stylus load.

As far as the scanning speed is concerned, it should be outlined that the higher its value the higher the probability for the stylus to separate from the surface due to inertia effect. Prior to our measurements, it has been verified that the scanning speed selected had any effect on the recorded profile related to a calibration sample consisting of a step of 1 μm (i.e. on a profile having a very unfavourable shape compared to the recorded profiles on the studied femoral head).

Without the knowledge of the real profile, the most difficult error to assess is related to the smoothing effect of this profile due to the stylus tip radius. A computer algorithm has been developed to simulate the effect of a 5 or 10 μm stylus tip radius on experimental profiles recorded with a 2 μm stylus tip radius in areas denoted 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D. Fig. A1 presents the evolution of the bearing area curves of the four studied areas as function of the stylus tip radius. Whatever the studied area, it can be clearly noticed that the curves are similar meaning that the effect of stylus tip radius can be neglected with regard to the roughness amplitude.

In summary, these three types of errors have been minimised over the experimental conditions of this investigation.

Appendix B

This simplistic model was used to simulate a wear process without any particular physical specifications. Let the total amplitude be \( R_h = z_{\text{max}} - z_{\text{min}} \) where \( z_{\text{max}} \) and \( z_{\text{min}} \) are respectively the maximum and the minimum heights of the profile. Then, we define the probability \( R_l(x, c) \) for a small piece of material of height \( dh \) located at position \( x \) to resist to wear during a cycle denoted \( c \) as follows:

\[
R_l(x, c) = k \int_0^{R_h(c)} e^{-\lambda h} dh
\]

with \( k \) and \( \lambda \) being real numbers and \( h \) ranging from 0 to \( R_h(c) \) for each cycle \( c \). The higher the value of \( \lambda \), the higher
Fig. A1. Effect of a simulated 5 or 10 μm stylus tip radius on the bearing area curves of the four typical areas scanned by means of a three dimensional profilometer having a 2 μm stylus tip radius.

the magnitude of the wear phenomenon. This resistance wear integral is then normalised to obtain a probability density function from which the following expression of $k$ can be deduced:

$$k = \frac{1 - e^{-\lambda R_t}}{\lambda}$$

Finally, the probability for an elementary volume of material located at position $x$ and at height $z'$ to be eroded during a wear cycle $c$ can be expressed as:

$$W_{\lambda}(x, c) = 1 - \left(1 - e^{-\lambda R_t(x,c)}\right)^{-1}$$

To simulate the wear process, the following algorithm has been applied: At each wear cycle $c$, the value of $R_t(c)$ is computed as well as the value of $W_{\lambda}(x,c)$ estimated for each discretised co-ordinate $x$. Then, a random number $r \in [0, 1]$ is generated and compared with the values $W_{\lambda}(x,c)$ previously calculated. If $r < W_{\lambda}(x,c)$, a piece of material of height $\Delta h$ is removed from the profile and nothing is done conversely. A new cycle is considered and the different steps described above are repeated.

In this study, the value of $\Delta h(= 0.08 \mu m)$ has been selected so as to be small enough to simulate a continuous wear process. The parameters of the elementary wear model $\lambda (= 5)$ and $c_{\text{end}}(= 700 \text{cycles})$ were optimised by means of a $\chi^2$ calculation in order to obtain a satisfying goodness-of-fit between the bearing area curves under consideration.
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